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Abstract 

Most c-Si solar cells adopt monofacial thin film structures and consequently much effort, particularly at the equipment design level, 
is devoted to ensure monofacial thin film processing. This often leads to more complex production equipment with lower 
throughput. However, in some cases, bifacial processing can be tolerated, and it is shown that a bifacial deposition of aluminium 
oxide (AlOx) using atomic layer deposition (ALD) can even result in improved performance of the solar cell. The merits of ALD 
AlOx at the rear of p-type PERC solar cells are well established and this work shows that a thin AlOx layer on the front of a PERC 
solar cell can also significantly reduce the contact resistance of screen printed Ag without affecting the optical properties of the 
solar cell. In this work, a equidistant linear transmission line method (TLM) pattern is used to characterise the contact resistance 

and specific contact resistivity. This technique has the advantage of being able to measure the fingers of completed cells, and this 
also explores the error introduced by measuring the resistance across interjacent fingers. A 3 or 5 nm AlOx film reduces the contact 

resistivity to 0.06 m.cm2 and 0.11 m.cm2, respectively, significantly lower than a value of 0.25 mcm2 achieved with an 

uncapped reference. Also, the peak temperatures required to achieve a good contact was lower, and the optimum firing temperature 
window was found to be wider, in comparison to the reference. A 10 nm ALD AlOx film is found to have a detrimental effect on 
the contact resistance which cannot be mitigated by a higher firing temperature.  
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1. Introduction 

P-type silicon aluminium back surface field (Al-BSF) solar cells are currently the dominant solar cell technology 

in high-volume manufacturing, and as the industry moves to increase conversion efficiency, the Passivated Emitter 

and Rear Cell (PERC) [1] cell structure is widely expected to take up increasing market share [2]. The PERC cell 

structure is distinguished from the full area aluminium back surface field (Al-BSF) solar cell by a passivated rear and 

localised point contact scheme, which for p-type cells is achieved with a plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition 

(PECVD) or atomic layer deposition (ALD) deposited AlOx film capped with SiNx on the rear side [3]. 

ALD deposited films provide an excellent level of surface passivation [4, 5], spatial uniformity and precise growth 

control [6], whilst spatial ALD systems address the low deposition rates of ALD systems [7]. However, due to the 

intrinsic nature of the ALD process, unintended deposition of AlOx on the front side of the wafer penetrating up to 1 

mm has been reported with detrimental consequences, when the AlOx deposition precedes front side SiNx deposition 

[8]. The purpose of this work is to evaluate the effect of full-area AlOx wrap around on the front side of the wafer, 

when deposited on top of the SiNx film. It will be shown that a thin layer of AlOx up to 5 nm can actually reduce the 

contact resistance of the front metal grid and hence improve solar cell efficiency.  

In this work, contact resistance (Rc) and specific contact resistivity (ρc) measurements were used to characterise the 

contact made between the silicon and the printed silver. These parameters were measured on the actual printed fingers, 

and not inferred from dedicated test structures, by measuring the the total resistance between adjacent and across 

interjacent fingers. The total resistance was then plotted as a function of pad distance, and Rc and ρc were extracted 

from the commonly used intercept-slope method. In contrast to the approach outlined by Kontermann et. al., which 

also measures the Rc directly on a finished cell, this technique produces a lower error for lower resistance contacts [9]. 

The measurement technique and a discussion of the error in this method is outlined in the latter sections of this paper.  

2. Experimental 

Industrial p-type Al-BSF solar cell precursors fabricated on monocrystalline Czochralski (Cz) silicon wafers were 

used as substrates in this experiment. The sample were fabricated as standard Al-BSF/PERC cell precursors, with a 

SiNx ARC dielectric deposited on an n-type diffused electron collector on a p-type wafer. Some samples had ALD 

deposited AlOx layers on top of the ARC, of varying thicknesses (3, 5, and 10 nm), as depicted in Fig. Error! 

Reference source not found., to simulate the effect of AlOx wrap-around during deposition. Samples without a layer 

of AlOx deposited on the SiNx were used as control samples for reference to the industry standard. After AlOx 

deposition, samples from each group were screen-printed with commercial Ag screen printing paste and subsequently 

fired in a commercial firing furnace using different peak set-temperatures (Schmid SierraTherm, 7K9). The samples 

were screen-printed using a typical H-busbar front metallisation grid with finger spacing of 2.33 mm.  

 

 

Fig.1. Sample test structure used in this experiment, showing the structure before (left) and after processing (right).  

To characterise the samples, the electrically active dopant profile depth and surface phosphorus concentration was 

determined by electrochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV, WEP, CVP21) measurements to be 3×1020 cm-3 and 250 
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μm respectively. The sheet resistance was extracted by four-point-probe measurements to be 103 Ω/□ with a standard 

deviation of 4.8 Ω/□ (averaged over 16 equally spaced points on the as-diffused 6” wafer). The ultraviolet-visible 

(UV-VIS) reflection from one sample from each AlOx thickness group was measured using a photo-spectrometer 

(Perkin Elmer, Lambda 1050). To extract the contact resistance from the samples, the sample fingers were cleaved 

into strips to create an equidistant-spaced linear transmission line method (TLM) pattern. This structure consisted of 

eight fingers cleaved into a 5 mm wide sample and is depicted in Fig. 2.  

 

Fig. 2. Top view schematic of the linear TLM structure fabricated by laser cleaving the metallised finger region of the cells into strips consisting 

of eight consecutive finger segments. In these test structures, W = 5 mm, S = 2.3 mm and L = 100 μm. 

The current and voltage characteristic was probed in the dark, sequentially between fingers. The resistance was 

probed across a maximum of 8 fingers, including distances with interjacent fingers, resulting in a total of n 

measurements per sample is given by the expression; 

n = ∑ 𝑘
𝑗−1
𝑘=0           (1) 

where n is the total number of measurements, and j is the total number of fingers probed, in this case a maximum 

value of 8. From this value, the resistance is calculated from the slope of the I-V curve since R = V/I, and the contact 

resistance extracted by the commonly applied slope-intercept method, which extracts the specific contact resistivity 

and contact resistance from a plot of the measured resistance, Rtotal, vs. contact spacing, d, [10]. In this method,  

𝑅𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
𝑅𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑑

𝑊
+ 2𝑅𝑐          (2) 

𝑅𝑐 =
𝑅𝑠𝑘𝐿𝑇

𝑊
tanh (

𝐿

𝐿𝑇
) =   

𝑦−𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡

2
          (3) 

𝑅𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡 = 𝑚𝑊           (4) 

where Rc is the contact resistance, Rsheet is the sheet resistance, LT is the transfer length, W is the width of the sample, 

m is the gradient of the fitted linear plot of Rtotal versus d and L is the length of the contact. Note that when L >> LT, 

which is typically the case for low resistance contacts, the hyperbolic tangent term reduces to 1 in Eq. 2. In the instance 

that the resistance underneath the metal pad, Rsk, is approximately equal to Rsheet (Rsk ≈ Rsheet) the specific contact 

resistivity, ρc can be extracted using the equation: 

𝜌𝑐 = 𝑅𝑠𝑘𝐿𝑇
2  ,         (5) 

by substituting Rsk for Rsheet. In the instances where Rsheet ≠ Rsk, which is reasonable if the metallisation process 

significantkly affects the underlying diffusion profile, and the condition  LT>> L is not fulfilled, LT  and Rsk is more 

accurately calculated incorporating an end resistance (Re) measurement, which is calculated using the method outlined 

by Reeves and Harrison [11]. In this instance, LT is calculated using the end resistance (Re)  from the relation: 

𝐿𝑇 = cosh−1(
𝑅𝑐

𝑅𝑒
) .         (6) 
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Using the y-intercept to extract the value of Rc. Rsk is then calculated as 

𝑅𝑠𝑘 =
𝑅𝑐𝑊

𝐿𝑇
tanh(

𝐿

𝐿𝑇
) .        (7) 

The above method does not make the assumption that Rsk = Rsheet. More accurate values of ρc can then be obtained 

by inputting the value of LT and Rsk calculated with Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 into Eq. 5. This method of equidistant TLM has 

the advantage that the resistance of the fingers in the cell in question can be measured directly. Therefore no 

assumption of equivalence between the samples and a dedicated test structure, as would be required for other TLM 

structures, is made. However, it has been shown that for this type of technique, an additional resistance network in the 

interjacent fingers needs to be added to Eq. 2 [9]. In this instance, current moving between fingers will preferentially 

flow into the interjacent finger, depending on the contact resistance and transfer length of the contact. These additional 

resistance paths are added in parallel. The effective resistance of the resistance network, depicted in Fig. 3, is 

calculated as [9]: 

𝑅𝑒𝑞 = (
1

𝑟𝑠𝑘
+

1

2𝑅𝑐
+

1

𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙
)

−1

  .       (8) 

Where Rsk is the emitter resistance underneath the metal, given by the equation: 

𝑟𝑠𝑘 =
𝑅𝑠𝑘𝐿

𝑤
,          (9) 

and Rfinger is the resistance component as the current flows through the finger is defined as 

𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
𝜌𝑚𝑙

𝐴
.         (10) 

Where ρm is the resistivity of the metal, A is the cross-sectional area of the finger in the direction of current flow, 

and l is the length of the current path, which in this analysis is the width of the printed finger. For typical screen printed 

silver contacts, Rmetal is assumed to be negligibly small relative to the other resistance components and neglected in 

the following analysis. For a test structure with any number of n interjacent fingers, Rtotal becomes: 

𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = (𝑛 + 1)
𝑅𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑑

𝑊
+ 2𝑅𝑐 +  𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞.      (11) 

 

Figure 3 Equivalent resistance network for a system of with two interjacent fingers. In this diagram, Rtotal is probed between the outer fingers, with 

the equivalent resistance network depicted schematically and overlaid on a cross-section of the TLM test structure. 

When Eq. 11 is plotted as a function of d, the resulting plot is non-linear with d and, hence, in certain scenarios this 

will introduce significant error in the calculation. To estimate the error in this method, we consider the following three 

cases: 
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1) Scenario 1: Negligible current flows in the interjacent finger. This occurs when Rc is high, and/or LT  >> L, as 

is the case for a poor contact or a very thin finger. The absolute error in Rtotal (Eq. 11 subtracted from Eq. 2) 

becomes ΔRtotal = nrsk. In this instance, a linear parameterisation is applicable provided Rsk is calculated 

accurately.  

2) Scenario 2: Negligible current flows through the doped region under the metal, and the majority of current 

flows in the interjacent finger. This alternative extreme case occurs when LT  << L and Rc is low. This is the 

likely case for a low resistance contact such that Rc << rsk. In this case, ΔRtotal = n2Rc  and the values used to 

plot Rtotal vs. d have a non-linear scaling, due to the n multiple of 2Rc. For very low values of Rc relative to 

Rtotal, as for instance when Rc is less than the measurement error in Rtotal, this will introduce negligible error to 

the linearisation of Rtotal vs d.  

3) Scenario 3: Non-negligible current flows through both the interjacent finger and the underlying doped region. 

In this instance, ΔRtotal = nReq which will introduce non-negligible error for high Rc, and rsk.  

The relative error in ρc and Rc values extracted is the important parameter of interest when assessing the validity 

of this technique. However, due to the linear fitting and extrapolation of ρc and Rc from Rtotal measurements, the relative 

error in the extracted values are difficult to quantify, as the error is not simply added or multiplied through to the final 

calculation. In this case, each Rtotal measurement has its own relative error, ΔRtotal, and these errors are factored into a 

value which is ultimately used in the linear fitting of a parameter, making an absolute value for the relative error 

extraction complicated.  

A possible method to overcome this issue is to compare the different values of ΔRtotal for each scenario above 

against the absolute measured values of Rtotal, we can compare the error in RTotal and then qualitatively infer whether 

the linear fitting is appropriate.   

 

3. Results 

3.1. Firing Results 

A firing split was conducted across a range of 795 – 835 oC (set point in the peak firing zone) at 20 oC intervals. 

The specific contact resistivity was extracted from TLM measurements and is shown in Fig. 4. 

   

Fig. 4. Specific contact resistivity (left) and Contact Resistance (right) as a function of the peak firing set temperature for the various groups. The 

ALD AlOx thickness for each group is indicated in the legend and on the x-axis. A minimum of five measurements from separate samples were 

taken  per firing split, per thickness. 
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It can be seen that ALD layers with a thickness up to 5 nm do not negatively affect the contact resistance, to the 

contrary, values well below 1 mcm2, particularly for the 3 nm AlOx film, were achieved with an optimal firing 

temperature 40 oC lower than the control case. The temperature required to obtain an optimal contact resistance was 

also 20 oC lower for the 5 nm sample. A 10 nm ALD AlOx film was found to be detrimental for the contact resistance, 

irrespective of the firing temperature. The optimum temperature window appears wider for samples with a 3 or 5 nm 

layer in comparison to the control. 

 

3.2. Error Analysis 

Figure 5 plots the various ΔRtotal components values of Rtotal for each of the three scenarios listed above. The 

absolute error ΔRtotal for the Scenarios 1, 2 and 3, is represented in Plots a, b and c respectively.  

 
 

Figure 5 Absolute error ΔRtotal for the Scenarios 1, 2 and 3, is represented in Plots a, b and c respectively and Plot d shows the measured Rtotal as a 

function of n for all samples and thicknesses. By comparing the values in a, b and c for against d, a qualitative impression of the relative error for 

inherent in Rtotal – and used in the linear extraction of Rc and ρc is obtained. It is clear that as ΔRtotal increases relative to Rtotal, as a result of increasing 

n, Rc or Rsheet, the extracted values of Rc and ρc are fitted with values of higher inherent error.  

In all plots, it is evident that ΔRtotal for all scenarios increases with n, which suggests that for this method, the 

addition of extra distances in the measurement does not necessarily result in a more consistent or accurate linear fit 
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used to extract ρc and Rc. In Plot a, it is clear that a low Rc contact contributes less absolute error to Rtotal measurements, 

suggesting that this method is more accurate for higher performance contacts. The same is true when the Rsheet is low, 

as this will reduce the error component rsk, plotted in Plot b of Fig. 5. It follows that a low resistance contact which 

also has low rsk - due to, for instance, low Rsheet or a high W relative to L – will in turn result in a lower ΔReq, and that 

the converse is true for Rc and rsk values resulting in high ΔReq and therefore higher error. In scenario 3 - shown in Plot 

c - if Rc < rsk, because rsk and Rc are added in a parallel resistance network, despite high values of ΔRtotal, rsk, the values 

of ΔRtotal,Req are much smaller than ΔRtotal,rsk. In this sense, the relative values of Rc and rsk when added in a parallel 

network can result in a lower value of ΔRtotal relative to Scenarios 1 and 2 without the option of parallel flow, as 

effectively the current flow is split between the higher and lower resistance path. 

By comparing the values in Plots a, b and c against the values in Plot d in Fig. 5, a qualitative value of the relative 

error for inherent in Rtotal – and used in the linear extraction of Rc and ρc - is obtained. It is clear that as ΔRtotal increases 

relative to Rtotal, as a result of increasing n, Rc or Rsheet, the extracted values of Rc and ρc are fitted with values of higher 

error. Therefore measurements across a larger number of fingers is not advised unless Rc and rsk are known to be very 

low relative to Rtotal. In summary, this technique has less inherent error for low resistance contacts, whereas higher 

values of contact resistance and contact resistivity have larger uncertainty. 

For a typical H-pattern grid, the series resistance resulting from the contact resistance scales linearly with the 

contact resistance. Therefore given the contact resistivity values achieved in Fig. 6, one would expect a corresponding 

increase in efficiency from an improved fill factor when using a 3 and 5 nm AlOx film, and a decrease for a 10 nm 

AlOx layer. 

3.3. Reflection Measurements 

Reflectance measurements were taken on representative samples of each thickness and are shown in Figure 6. 

  
Fig. 6. Reflectance as a function of wavelength for SiNx/AlOx coated samples with various AlOx thickness. The SiNx 

thickness was ~ 75 nm for each sample. 

 

The weighted average reflection (WAR) under air was found to be 4.26 % (0 nm AlOx), 4.18 % (3 nm AlOx), 4.08 

% (5 nm AlOx), and 4.74 % (10 nm AlOx), respectively. The WAR was calculated using the AM1.5G spectrum from 
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280-1200 nm. This suggests that a thin layer (3 and 5 nm) of AlOx wrap around may in fact be beneficial for the 

optical performance of the solar cell in air.  

4. Conclusions 

This work shows that a thin layer of AlOx on the front side of SiNx can reduce series resistance losses associated 

with p-type PERC solar cells. Importantly, this allows for lower firing temperature set-points and larger tolerances in 

the firing conditions on the p-PERC solar cells. It also allows bi-facial deposition of passivation layer using ALD 

reactors where wrap around deposition is one of the major concerns. Such production equipment potentially allows 

increased productivity that is highly desired for solar cell manufacturing with low cost-of-ownership. Error analysis 

to account for the added resistance components when resistance is probed between two fingers with any number of 

interjacent fingers was also investigated. It was shown that with this method, there is less error for low resistance 

contacts, and higher error in higher resistance contacts. These results suggest that the solar cell efficiency is likely to 

improve when using a 3 or 5 nm ALD AlOx film, whilst a10 nm ALD AlOx film is likely to have an adverse effect on 

the overall cell efficiency, through higher series resistance losses. 
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